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 IN THE SHELBY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT 
 
 STATE OF INDIANA 
 
SALLY J. MOORE, Personal  ) 
Representative of the Estate of  ) 
Daniel A. Moore, Deceased,   ) 

) 
Plaintiff   ) 

) 
v.     )   CAUSE NO. 73C01-0305-CT-13 

) 
TRW, INC., TRW AUTOMOTIVE ) 
SAFETY SYSTEMS, INC., THE   ) 
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER  ) 
COMPANY A/K/A GOODYEAR TIRE ) 
COMPANY,FORD MOTOR COMPANY,) 
and RENNER MOTORS, INC.,   ) 
Assumed Name: RENNER HONDA, ) 

) 
Defendants   ) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT 
RENNER MOTORS, INC.’S, MOTION IN LIMINE 

SERVED DECEMBER 8, 2006 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 It is an undisputed fact that, at the time of this accident, the left front tire of Mr. Moore’s 

vehicle unexpectedly failed due to underinflation.  One of the factual issues in this case, and the 

pivotal issue underlying Renner’s motion, is how that tire became underinflated.  Renner argues that 

Plaintiff should be precluded from presenting testimony tending to prove Renner was responsible for 

this air loss because Plaintiff has not hired her own high-priced tire expert to say so.  Under Indiana 

law, Renner’s argument lacks merit. 

 IRE  701 states: 

If the witness is not testifying as an expert, the witness's testimony in the form of 
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opinions or inferences is limited to those opinions or inferences which are (a) 
rationally based on the perception of the witness and (b) helpful to a clear 
understanding of the witness's testimony or the determination of a fact in issue. 
 

In Cansler v. Mills (765 N.E.2d 698 – Ind. App. 2002), the court held: 

A “skilled witness” is a person with “a degree of knowledge short of that sufficient to 
be declared an expert under Ind. Evid. Rule 702, but somewhat beyond that possessed 
by the ordinary jurors.”  Skilled witnesses not only can testify about their 
observations, they can also testify to opinions or inferences that are based solely on 
facts within their own personal knowledge. In order to be admissible under Evidence 
Rule 701, opinion testimony of a skilled witness or lay observer must be “(a) 
rationally based on the perception of the witness and (b) helpful to a clear 
understanding of the witness's testimony or the determination of a fact in issue.”  [Id. 
at 703; citations omitted] 
 

Brake's testimony consisted of a report of his observations from his 
examination of Cansler's Corvette as well as his opinion based on those observations. 
Brake reported that he examined Cansler's Corvette and found that it had damage to 
the front frame section. Brake also testified that over the course of his career 
restoring salvaged vehicles, when he observed wrecked automobiles equipped with 
air bags that had suffered front-end frame damage during an accident, the air bag in 
the vehicles had deployed. Brake's testimony concerning the location and the extent 
of the damage to Cansler's Corvette and the condition of other automobiles that he 
examined during the course of his career was merely a report of his personal 
observations.  [Id. at 704] 

 
Even though Brake's knowledge of air bags did not rise to a sufficient level to 

qualify him as an expert in the field, Brake could testify to his observations. Brake's 
years of experience in automobile salvage enabled him identify that Cansler's 
Corvette suffered front frame damage as a result of the accident. While Brake may 
not have been qualified to render an opinion on the deployment of the Corvette's air 
bag, he could testify about observations from his years of experience with wrecked 
automobiles and from his examination of Cansler's Corvette. Therefore, we find that 
the trial court abused its discretion when it excluded all of Brake's testimony.  [Id.] 

 
In the employment discrimination case of Jean-Baptiste v. K-Z, Inc. (442 F.Supp.2d 652, 661 

– N.D. Ind. 2006), the court held admissible “as a lay witness's inference based on his sense of sight, 

hearing, and touch” an employee's testimony that he “knew” a coworker had purposely hit him. 

 Plaintiff has included the following witnesses in her final witness list, all of whom were 
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deposed in this case on December 6, 2004: Arthur L. Finley (deposition excerpts attached as Exhibit 

A); Timothy D. Blythe (Exhibit B); John R. Chambers (Exhibit C); and N. Erik Ferrill (Exhibit D).  

Regardless of their designation as experts, skilled witnesses and/or lay witnesses, these individuals 

will testify to the following facts: 

 Arthur L. Finley is a tire expert and independent consultant for tire 
manufacturers (Exhibit A, p. 5).  Because of his longstanding association with 
Goodyear, the Sheriff’s office called him and gave him an opportunity to inspect the 
tires of the Moore vehicle before they released it to Mrs. Moore (Id., 9/5-15).  Mr. 
Finley observed that the valve stem was missing from the left front tire (Id., 14/22 to 
15/16).  He confirmed that the tires did not show a lot of wear (Id., 16/18-20).  He 
also noted that the valve stem on left rear tire was loose at its base (Id., 30/13-18).  
Furthermore, he knows from his extensive experience with tires that: (a) Mr. Moore 
would not have known anything was wrong with his left front tire until it reached a 
psi of nearly zero (b) a tire running at a psi of nearly zero will catastrophically fail in 
as few as five miles (Id., 49/22 to 50/20) (c) once the tread of a tire begins to 
separate, it is “virtually impossible to keep control of the vehicle” (Id., 65/19-24) (d) 
an improperly seated valve stem can cause a tire to deflate (Id., 67/22 to 68/6) and (e) 
the RMA, the Tire and Rim Association and Goodyear all recommend that the valve 
stem be replaced every time a tire is replaced (Id., 68/9-21). 
 
 At the time of his deposition, Timothy D. Blythe had been the Parts and 
Service Director at Renner Motors for 8 years (Exhibit B, 5/17-23).  He has never 
read a Goodyear document, let alone one that recommends changing valve stems 
when replacing tires (Id., 12/17-20).  Finally, he confirms that Renner Motors has no 
policy of any kind requiring the changing of valve stems when replacing tires (Id., 
64/20-24). 
 
 At the time of his deposition, John R. Chambers had been an Assistant 
Service Manager and/or Service Advisor at Renner Motors for 8 years (Exhibit C, 
6/16-23).  He confirms that, during the Firestone tire replacement program, Renner 
Motors had a strict policy of changing only the tires and not the valve stems (Id., 
29/3-8). 
 
 N. Erik Ferrill worked for Renner Motors as a general maintenance 
technician from 1995 to 2004 (Exhibit D, 7/8-24).  He was the Renner employee who 
replaced the tires on the Moore vehicle pursuant to the Firestone program (Id., 12/9-
12).  He always inflated tires to the pressure recommended on the door panel of the 
vehicle; therefore, in this case, he would have inflated the replacement tires to 26 psi, 
regardless of the facts that (a) the recommended pressure from Ford had increased to 
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30 psi (Id., 17/17 to 18/9) and (b) the particular model of Goodyear tires he installed 
on the Moore vehicle were designed to run at 35-38 psi (Id., 26/19 to 27/2).  Finally, 
he confirms that he did not replace the valve stems on the Moore vehicle (Id., 39/7 to 
40/15). 
 

 As a longstanding consultant for tire manufacturers, Mr. Finley certainly has sufficient 

expertise to draw a connection between a loose or missing valve stem and tire deflation.  By the 

same token, he is in a position to understand how a disintegrating tire renders a vehicle 

uncontrollable.  The incidental fact that none of the parties has retained his services as an expert in 

this case does not diminish his wealth of knowledge and experience.  In any event, Plaintiff submits 

that one does not need advanced engineering credentials to make these associations: your average 

six-year-old child understands that (a) a football will go flat if he removes that black rubber thing 

with the hole in its middle and (b) a flat football is useless for a football’s intended purpose. 

 Every other piece of testimony offered by these four witnesses is nothing more than a 

statement of fact.  For example, Mr. Finley observed that there was no valve stem in the left front 

tire.  Either it is there or it is not.  Messrs. Blythe and Chambers will testify from their personal 

experience in management positions that Renner Motors had a policy of not replacing valve stems 

during tire replacements.  Only a Renner employee could make such a determination.  Thus, their 

testimony certainly falls within the “skilled witness” category described in Cansler v. Mills (see 

discussion, this brief, p. 2).  Finally, no one is better qualified to testify as to what services were or 

were not actually performed on the Moore vehicle than the technician himself.  If we rounded up 

every faculty member and top graduate of MIT for the last 50 years and combined all of that brain 

power, not even the resulting Ultimate Expert would be better equipped than N. Erik Ferrill to testify 

as to (a) whether he replaced the valve stems or (b) how fully he inflated the replacement tires. 
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 As Plaintiff reflects on the ostensible premise of Renner’s motion, she is reminded of a scene 

from Liar, Liar.1

Fletcher: Your honor, I object!  
Judge: Why?  
Fletcher: Because it's devastating to my case! 

  In that film, attorney Fletcher Reede has been made temporarily incapable of lying 

by his son’s birthday wish.  At a divorce trial, opposing counsel plays an audiotape of his client 

committing adultery, to which Reede complains: 

 
 Fundamental to our rules of procedure and evidence is the ability to distinguish between fact 

and fantasy.  Plaintiff did not create the facts of this case.  Plaintiff can no more change the facts than 

she can stop the sun from rising.  No matter how vehemently Renner Motors tries to mischaracterize 

it, fact testimony remains fact testimony.  If that fact testimony suggests a Renner employee 

negligently installed Mr. Moore’s tires, it is within the exclusive province of the jury to draw a fitting 

conclusion.  Plaintiff has faith that the good people of Indiana are capable of doing so on these issues 

without being spoon-fed by a $500/hr brain-trust. 

 In addition to specifically opposing Renner’s motion with regard to valve stem and tire 

installation evidence, Plaintiff generally objects to the extent Renner’s request for relief would 

encroach upon the issues of product liability, including implied warranty and failure to warn.  By 

installing the replacement tires on Mr. Moore’s Explorer in a negligent manner (i.e., with loose and 

missing valve stems), Renner Motors introduced into the stream of commerce a product for which it 

may be held liable under a product liability claim, including failure to warn/implied warranty as a 

“manufacturer” or “seller” within the meaning of Indiana’s Products Liability Act.  [Lenhardt Tool & 

Die Co., Inc. v. Lumpe – 703 N.E. 2d 1079 – Ind. App. 1998 – Transfer Denied; IC 34-20-2-1, et 

                                                 
1 Universal Studios 1997 
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seq.]  Further, the factual testimony Renner seeks to exclude bears directly on its affirmative defense 

that Mr. Moore was comparatively at fault for his own death.  If Renner is permitted to claim Mr. 

Moore was negligent in failing to avoid this rollover accident, Plaintiff believes it is only fair that the 

jury hear that Renner, by the admissions of its own representatives, may have caused or contributed 

to the tire failure that led directly to his death. 

For the foregoing reasons, Renner’s motion should be denied. 

 

{Attorney Block} 


	v.     )   CAUSE NO. 73C01-0305-CT-13
	______________________________________________________________________________


